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Jinnan Jiang1, Hang Xu1, Jiamin Tang1 and Chen Sun2

1College of Ocean Science and Engineering, Shanghai Maritime University, Shanghai, China, 2Carbon
Neutrality Research Center, State Power Investment Corporation Research Institute, Beijing, China
The leakage from submarine gas pipelines presents a significant threat to marine

ecological environments. Bubble plumes can be formed when gas escapes,

which can give rise to the distinctive fountain phenomenon by interacting with

the water surface. It is imperative to understand the factors that influence the

physical dimensions and temporal characteristics of the resulting fountain to

elucidate the formation mechanism of this phenomenon. Gas leakage

experiments under various conditions are conducted to investigate the

dynamic characteristics of the fountain in the study. The findings reveal the

following: The initial kinetic energy of the escaping gas varies significantly under

different leakage scenarios, resulting in the positive correlation between the

maximum fountain height and width, as well as the leakage pressure and

diameter of the leakage hole. Then, the analysis of dimensional indicates that

the dynamic equilibrium of the bubbles is intricately tied to both the Froude

number (Fr) and Reynolds number (Re). Notably, the effect of leakage pressure on

Fr and Re follows similar patterns. However, the trends of Fr and Re values across

varying leak hole diameters are opposite. At last, the frequency analysis of the

time series data related to the fountain height demonstrates that higher leakage

pressure and larger leak hole diameters result in an increase in both the main

frequency and bandwidth. The research results offer valuable insights for

evaluating the impact of gas leakage intensity on the marine environment by

analyzing the size parameters of fountain.
KEYWORDS

gas leakage, fountain effect, leakage pressure, leakage hole diameter, frequency
1 Introduction

Currently, the soaring demand for fossil fuels driven by societal progress has

exacerbated environmental pollution (Khan et al., 2022). Consequently, there has been a

growing emphasis on the development of clean energy sources (Wang et al., 2024a). Major

energy consumers, including China, have undertaken efforts to phase out polluting fossil
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fuels like coal by increasing the proportion of cleaner fossil energy

alternatives, particularly natural gas, in their energy mixes (Rui

et al., 2017 and Wang et al., 2024b). There exist vast amounts of

marine resources along the coast of China (Liu and Soares, 2022 and

Liu et al., 2023;), especially with a vast amount of conventional or

unconventional resources such as deep-sea natural gas or

combustible ice hidden under the seabed. Subsea gas pipelines

play a pivotal role in the exploitation of offshore oil and gas

resources. However, pipeline leaks, perforations, and ruptures,

which can lead to natural gas leakage, are potential risks

influenced by several factors, including human intervention,

corrosion, environmental stressors, and engineering quality

(Najjar, 2013) (Figure 1).

Natural gas leakage into the ocean and atmosphere causes

substantial environmental harm (Jia et al., 2022). Such leaks not

only have the potential to trigger jet fires and vapor cloud

explosions but also can result in asphyxiation and possible mass

fatalities among marine fauna and avian species. Raw natural gas

comprises constituents including hydrogen sulfide and light

hydrocarbons, the release of which can severely contaminate

marine waters. The pollution not only imperils marine organisms

but also poses an indirect hazard to humans due to the

accumulation of toxins within the food chain (Reddy et al., 2011).

The gas leakage from the undersea gas pipeline can form

bubbles plume that create the fountain effect on the water surface

(Sausa et al., 2023; Wise and Hunt, 2023). The physical

characteristics of the fountain are related to the release and

diffusion of the bubble plume in the water (Cardoso and

Cartwright, 2024). To analyze the physical characteristics of the

fountain formed by the bubble plume on the water surface, the

researchers mainly use integral model and computational fluid

dynamics (Johansen, 2000; Benham, 2023; Garvey and Fowler,

2024). The integral model describes the radial velocity
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distribution of the plume in accordance with the Gaussian

distribution, indicating that the fountain shape is inverted conical

(Nazir et al., 2008 and Afenyo et al., 2017). Then, a series of models

are derived to describe the characteristics of the fountain. Johansen

(2003) suggested that the gas might be dissolved in seawater after

combining with seawater, and then affect the development of

physical size of the fountain. Zheng et al. (2003) proposed a

model to simulate deep-water oil and gas accidental leakage,

which analyzed the effect of the non-ideal behavior of bubble

plumes on the size of the fountain. Yapa et al. (2012) analyzed

the effect of unsteady three-dimensional changes of water flow and

density stratification on the flow of bubbles in water, and found that

environmental conditions, gas type, and mediummixing ratio could

significantly affect the fountain phenomenon. The integral model

can predict the physical parameters of springing under certain

specific conditions. However, the semi-empirical formulas based on

integral models can only predict the average geometric

characteristics of the stable state fountain, neglecting the transient

characteristics of the bubble plume influence on the fountain

phenomenon (Wu et al., 2017).

The CFD method uses the volume fraction method to simulate

the interaction process between bubbles and water in the Euler

reference frame to further study the change of fountain on the water

surface (Zhang et al., 2024). Zhu et al. (2014) used FLUENT

software to simulate the effects of the density of the leakage

medium, leakage rate, leakage quantity and water flow velocity on

the fountain. Li et al. (2017) used computational fluid dynamics to

simulate the whole process of gas release from the sea floor to the

sea surface diffusion, which was used to analyzed the change law of

the size characteristics of the fountain. Cloete et al. (2009) simulated

the behavior of gas plume caused by natural gas pipeline rupture

based on the coupled volume of fluid (VOF) and discrete phase

model (DPM), showing the morphology of fountain under different

conditions. Olsen and Skjetne (2016a) proposed an Euler-Lagrange

model, whose parameters included buoyancy, turbulence, gas

expansion and solubility. It was found that the influence of gas

solubility on the height and width of the fountain was very

significant. Li and Wang (2023) found that ocean currents and

waves affected the formation process of fountain by changing the

diffusion law of bubbles in water. The effects of flow velocity and

porosity on the size of spring were studied based on the Euler-Euler

model. Adegboye et al. (2021) proposed a new CFD method to

simulate the interaction between bubbles and water based on the

flow mechanism of gas-liquid two-phase flow caused by the leakage

of natural pipeline under the sea, which was used to analysis the

change law of fountain. Premathilake et al. (2016) simulated the

effects of water depth, gas leakage rate and initial bubble

distribution on the width and height of fountain. CFD numerical

simulations offer a distinct advantage in predicting fountain

patterns. However, its shortcomings are also quite apparent. On

one hand, the precise calculation results often demand substantial

computing resources, which make it difficult to achieve; on the

other hand, the use of incorrect solvers can lead to inaccurate

predictions, affecting the assessment of gas leak intensity. It is highly

necessary to study the formation of bubble plume fountains based

on experimental methods, which can be used to validate other
FIGURE 1

Leakage factors of submarine gas pipeline.
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approaches. Additionally, the existing research has shown that the

interaction process between leaking gas and water is dynamic and

complex. Bubble coalescence and fragmentation occur

simultaneously, resulting in the formation of distinct pulsating

bubble plumes. The results in the pronounced pulsation

phenomenon within the fountain, potentially compromising the

stability of the entire pipeline. The instability characteristics can be

observed in the temporal variation of the height and width of

fountain. Presently, there is a notable lack of research examining the

pulsation characteristics of the fountain.

The force state of the bubble during the ascending process of

bubble plume after gas leakage occurs is analyzed in the study. The

movement mechanism of the bubble is delved leveraging the preceding

analysis. Subsequently, the gas leakage experiment is conducted using

the custom-built experimental platform. The experiment varies

leakage pressures and leak hole diameters to provide the

comprehensive understanding. The impact of Fr number and Re

number on the height and diameter of the fountain is thoroughly

researched. Lastly, the frequency spectrum of the fountain height is

investigated by considering the pulsation characteristics of the bubble

plume. The insights gained from the research can be instrumental in

predicting the severity of gas leakage and assessing the potential impact

on marine life and the environment.
2 Bubble movement
mechanism analysis

The investigation of the fountain characteristics necessitates the

thorough analysis of the movement and forces acting on the bubble

plume within water. The escaping gas jets into the water and rapidly

expands in the upper space due to the high pressure within the

pipeline during the leakage events. The bubble plume field can be

systematically categorized into three distinct regions (Figure 2A):

(1) Jet flow region; (2) Plume development area; (3) Surface flow

area (Olsen et al., 2017). The initial kinetic energy of the leaking gas

dominates the movement of bubble in the jet flow region. The
Frontiers in Marine Science 03
surrounding water is entrained into the bubble plume in the plume

development zone, which leads to the gradual increase in the radius

of the bubble plume. As the initial kinetic energy of the leak is

dissipated through entrainment, buoyancy becomes the primary

force driving the gas towards the water surface. Concurrently, the

bubble plume obtains radial velocity due to the retardation and

shearing effects of the overlying water, resulting in the outward

diffusion of air mass and the formation of the wider plume. It will

expand further as the plume height increases (Li, 2019). The

interaction between gas and water surface will be occur when the

gas reaches the water surface, creating the fountain effect that

further enlarges the bubble plume (Li et al., 2019). The

interaction action also triggers radial flow in the near-surface

seawater, forming the surface flow area. The bubble volume

gradually increases due to decreasing ambient pressure during the

rise process of the bubble (Yapa et al., 2010).

The bubble is in the state of equilibrium during its formation.

The forces include: buoyancy force Fb, gas momentum force Fm,

surface tension Fs, drag force Fd and inertial force Fi (Socolofsky

et al., 2008) (Figure 2B). The direction of buoyancy is always vertical

upward. The effective buoyancy Fb acting on the bubble is expressed

as the following Equation 1:

FB ==
1
6
pdb

3(r1 − rg )g (1)

where, rg is the gas phase density, kg/m3; rl is the liquid phase

density, kg/m3; db is the bubble diameter, m. The gas will jet into the

water at a certain speed and generate an inertial driving effect on the

formed bubbles due to the leakage pressure difference inside and

outside the leak hole. The expression of Fm is expressed as the

following Equation 2 (Wang, 2020):

Fm = rb
4q2V
pd2k

(2)

where, dk is leakage hole diameter, m; qv is gas leakage quantity, m
3/

s; When the bubble moves in the water, the bubble will also be

subjected to pressure differential resistance due to the non-uniform
BA

FIGURE 2

(A) Morphological characteristics of bubble plume in the water; (B) Force analysis of bubble.
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surface pressure of the bubble. The expression is as the following

Equation 3:

Fd =
p
8
CDrwd

2
bu

2
d (3)

where, ud is bubble rising velocity, m/s; CD is the motion resistance

coefficient of the bubble, being related to the Reynolds number Re.

The surface of the bubble is subjected to the tension by the

attraction of the internal molecules. The expression is as the

following Equation 4:

Fs = pdks (4)

where, s is the interfacial tension coefficient, N/m; The gas is shot

into the water by the leakage port of the pipeline, it will produce

inertial force on the gas itself due to its own inertia. The specific

expression is as the following Equation 5:

Fi = (rb + arw)q
2
V ½

1
3pd21

+
6ld
p

2d32 − d31
(d32 − d31)

2 � (5)

where, Vd is the volume, m3; a is the virtual mass force coefficient.

The bubbles reach equilibrium under these forces is expressed as the

following Equation 6:

1
6
pdb

3(rb − rg)g + rb
4q2V
pd2k

=
p
8
CDrwd

2
bu

2
d + pdks + (rb + arw)q

2
V ½

1
3pd21

+
6ld
p

2d32 − d31
(d32 − d31)

2 � (6)

Equation 6 is the dynamic balance equation in the bubble rising

process, which is mainly related to the leakage volume and the diameter

of the leakage hole. The relationship between leakage volume and

leakage pressure is expressed as the following Equation 7:

qV = acg
pdk2

4
P

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
kM
ZRT

(
2

k + 1
)
k+1
k−1

r
(7)

where, cg is orifice flow coefficient; k is isentropic index of the

leaking gas;M is molar mass of the gas, g/mol; R is constant number

of gas, J/(kmol·K); T is temperature at the leak point, K. It can be

known that the force state of bubbles is mainly related to the

diameter of the leak hole and the leak pressure according to

formulas (6) and (7). The force state of the bubbles determines

the movement form of the bubble plume when gas escapes at high

velocity through the orifice during the leakage event. The

interactions between gas and water will be enhanced as the

leakage pressure and the diameter of leakage hole increase, which

can affect the expansion and entrainment of the bubbles. The

residual momentum of the bubble plume changes significantly

when gas reaches the water surface, leading to changes in the

morphological characteristics of the fountain. Therefore, it is very

necessary to conduct gas leakage experiments under different leak

pressures and leakage hole diameters to study the fountain

characteristics of the bubble plume.
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3 Experimental equipment
and methods

The experiment is conducted to study gas leakage in the

controlled environment consisting of a water tank with

dimensions of 50m in length and 1m in width, filled with water

to the depth of 0.5m. The tank walls are constructed from tempered

glass for ease of visual recording. A 1m long, 0.05m diameter

stainless steel pipe, drilled with simulated gas leakage holes of

varying diameters (5mm, 6mm, 7mm, 8mm, 9mm, and 10mm),

which can be as the gas delivery system. The high-pressure gas,

sourced from an air compressor capable of generating pressures

between 0-800kPa, is utilized for the leakage experiment. Specific

pressure settings of 100kPa, 200kPa, and 300kPa are selected for the

study. A pressure-reducing valve is incorporated to ensure precise

control over the gas leakage pressure. The setup allows for the

simulation of diverse underwater gas leakage scenarios by varying

both the leakage pressure and the size of the leakage holes. The

entire experimental process is documented using two high-speed

cameras. One camera, positioned alongside the tank, is used to

capture the evolving morphologies of the gas jets. The other camera,

mounted on the crossbar at the tank’s top, is used to assess the

impact of the fountain on the water surface. To guarantee detailed

recordings of the formation, development, and diffusion of the gas

jets, the cameras are set to capture images at the rate of 200 frames

per second. The experimental configuration is illustrated in

Figure 3. The captured images are analyzed using ImageJ after the

completion of the tests. The analysis enables the determination of

the fountain height and width at each timestamp associated with

every frame. Subsequently, the average height and width of the

fountain under each set of experimental conditions are computed

by averaging the collected data.
4 Analysis of experimental results

4.1 Maximum fountain height analysis

The bubble plume can carry a quantity of water out to form

fountain when it reaches to the water surface. The peak height of the

fountain, defined as the vertical displacement from the water

surface to the apex of fountain when the leakage plume breaches

the surface, which is a pivotal parameter in characterizing the shape

of plume (Li et al., 2018). Moreover, it indicates the excess dynamic

pressure conveyed by the plume mixture, which can be used to

reflect the impact of plume on floating structures. As Figure 4

illustrates, the fountain height varies considerably under different

pressure conditions. The height of fountain increases linearly as the

diameter of the leakage hole increases with the constant leakage

pressure. Conversely, the fountain height rises as the leakage

pressure rises with the fixed diameter of the leakage hole. The

data results reveal that an increase in pressure amplifies the growth

trend of the fountain height. Notably, the influence of pressure on

the fountain height is particularly significant when the diameter of
frontiersin.o
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the leak hole is large. For instance, the height of the fountain

associated with the maximum leakage hole diameter increases by

266% compared to that of the minimum leak hole at the pressure of

100 kPa. Similarly, the corresponding increase is 386% at 300 kPa.

Furthermore, the fountain height increases by 33.3% and 68.7%

under the three tested pressure conditions, respectively when the

diameter of the leakage hole is fixed at 10 mm. This is attributed to

the fact that an increase in leakage pressure leads to an

enhancement in both leakage velocity and volume, resulting in

the higher initial kinetic energy of the leaking gas. The interaction

between the bubble and the surrounding water becomes

increasingly intense as the bubble ascends through the water,

leading to the greater degree of entrainment. Although the bubble

encounters more resistance and consumes more energy, it is worth

noting that the residual energy remains significant when it reaches

the water surface. The residual energy enables the bubbles to carry a

larger volume of water to the surface, resulting in the higher flux.

Gas continues to carry water upward until it reaches the highest

point, and then backflow. The combined influence of both the
Frontiers in Marine Science 05
leakage pressure and the diameter of the leakage hole on the

fountain phenomenon is profound. Specifically, it significantly

enhances the height of the fountain when both these factors are

at high values. Therefore, it can be deduced that the magnitude of

change in the fountain size during the leakage of large holes will

be substantial.
4.2 Maximum fountain width analysis

High-pressure gas enters the seawater with significant initial

kinetic energy after the submarine natural gas pipeline leakage

occurs. The fountain effect can be generated when gas interacts with

the surrounding seawater, which can impact floating structures

proximate to the water surface (Liu et al., 2020). The diffused gas

masses significantly reduce the density of the seawater in the

interaction zone, decreasing the buoyancy provided to floating

objects (Cao, 2020). Consequently, it is imperative to investigate

the maximum plume width attained when the gas plume reaches
FIGURE 4

Comparison of the fountain height under different conditions.
FIGURE 3

Schematic diagram of experimental equipment.
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the water surface to effectively comprehend the diffusion behavior

of the leaking gas near the surface. The findings reveal that the

maximum fountain width exhibits notable differences

corresponding to various leakage parameters. As depicted in

Figure 5, the influence of leakage gas pressure and leakage hole

diameter on the maximum fountain width mirrors their impact on

the fountain’s height. The maximum plume width increases

proportionally with the enlargement of both the leakage aperture

and pressure. For instance, the fountain height corresponding to the

largest leakage hole rises by 262% compared to that of the smallest

when the pressure is maintained at 100 kPa. Similarly, the increase

is even more pronounced at 300 kPa, reaching 314%. Furthermore,

the corresponding fountain height increases by 36.3% and 46.7%

respectively under three distinct pressure conditions when the

diameter of the leakage hole is 10mm. The higher the pressure,

the greater the influence on the maximum fountain width,

particularly when the leakage hole diameter is enlarged. It is

attributable to the fact that both an increase in leakage pressure

and hole diameter result in the higher number and energy of

bubbles within the water. The inertial force, surface tension, and

resistance in the vertical direction undergo an increase during the

high-speed upward motion of the bubble, which can enhance the

degree of deformation within the bubble. The augmented

deformation fosters improve the interaction between bubbles and

promotes the entrainment of water. The transverse diffusion range

of the bubble and the turbulent disturbance to the water attain their

peak values when the bubble plume approaches the free liquid

surface, ultimately leading to an augmentation in the maximum

diameter of the fountain.
4.3 Effect of flow parameters on
fountain size

Dimensional analysis can be used to study the comprehensive

influence of various physical quantities on the bubble plume. The

force characteristics of the bubble plume during the process of
Frontiers in Marine Science 06
rising are related to gas velocity v, leakage pressure P, dynamic

viscosity m, leakage hole diameter d, water density rl and gravity

acceleration g. Dimensional analysis method is used to analyze the

force, as the following Equation 8:

F(v, m, r, g, d, P) = 0 (8)

The six variables in the above Equation 8 have only three

fundamental dimensions. So, three independent dimensionless

dimensions can be obtained. Gas velocity v, water density rl and
leakage hole diameter d can be selected as basic dimensions. Three p
terms are obtained by dimensional analysis with the p theorem, as

shown in Equation 9:

p1 =
gd
v2 =

1
Fr2

p2 =
m
vdr = 1

Re

p3 = P
v2r

8>>><
>>>:

(9)

Equation 9 shows that the force of the bubble plume during the

rising in the water is related to Froude number Fr and Reynolds

number Re (Burridge et al., 2015).

To further investigate the relationship between the Froude

number (Fr) and the morphological evolution of the bubble

plume, the Froude numbers corresponding to different leakage

parameters are compared (Table 1). As illustrated in Figure 6, the

height of the fountain decreases with an increase in the Fr value

when the leakage pressure remains constant, exhibiting an

approximately hyperbolic variation rule. An increase in leakage

pressure enables more gas to enter the water body with higher initial

kinetic energy, resulting in an increase in both the fountain height

and the corresponding Fr value. Keeping the leakage hole diameter

constant, the Fr value escalates with the rising fountain height. It is

noteworthy that the growth rate of the Fr value is notably higher for

small leakage holes compared to larger ones as the leakage pressure

increases. The bubble plume in the water can be attributed to either

low leakage pressure and small leakage holes or high leakage

pressure and large leak holes when the Fr value is equivalent. The

Fr value can be calculated by monitoring the height of the fountain,
FIGURE 5

Comparison of the fountain width under different conditions.
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which is convenient to determine the dynamic characteristics of the

bubble plume when dealing with gas leakage events.

The Reynolds number (Re) is intricately linked to the motion

state and inherent properties of the fluid, highlighting the

preeminent roles played by inertial and viscous forces in fluid

flow. As evident from Figure 7, the height of the fountain

increases with an elevation in the Re value under constant

pressure conditions, exhibiting an approximate linear correlation

(Table 2). An increase in pressure elevates the initial Re value for the

given leakage hole size, leading to corresponding variations in the

height of fountain. Notably, the relationship between the Re value

and the fountain height becomes more pronounced when the

diameter of the leakage hole is larger. Both leakage pressure and

leakage hole diameter exhibit synchronous trends with the variation

in Re value. The combination of high leak pressure and small leak

hole results in the same Re. Conversely, the combination of low leak

pressure and large leak hole can also obtain the same Re value.

Therefore, manipulating the Re value represents an effective strategy

for controlling the leakage volume during gas leakage accidents

under conditions where the diameter of the leakage hole is known.
5 Discussion

A copious quantity of individual bubbles rapidly erupts in a

short time under the influence of the initial momentum after the gas

leakage occurs, forming turbulent mass of gas. Water can be

entrained by gas, which promotes the robust momentum
Frontiers in Marine Science 07
exchange at the gas-liquid interface and augments the volume of

the air mass (Geng et al., 2021). Additionally, the ascending bubble

plume exhibits intermittent swelling phenomena during its rise. The

energy of the bubble plume is continuously consumed during its

ascent due to shearing. Subsequently, the bubbles exhibit convective

diffusion characteristics under the action of buoyancy. Differences

in bubble size can affect buoyancy, which can lead to differences in

speed. Bubble-to-bubble collisions further exacerbate these velocity

differences (Cao, 2020). Moreover, the random turbulent

pulsations, wake inductions, shear flow fields, and other factors

contribute to bubble collisions. The collisions lead to coalescence

and fragmentation, causing periodic pulsations in the bubble

plume. The dynamic interaction contributes to the instability

between the bubble plume and the water surface (Figure 8).

Consequently, the fountain’s size exhibits random characteristics

(Olsen and Skjetne, 2016b). As depicted in Figure 9A, the fountain

height varies between 0.127 m and 0.141 m during a specific

monitoring period. Spectral analysis can reveal the pulsation

patterns of the fountain height (Juliá et al., 2007). The frequency

characteristics of its dynamic distribution is extracted by applying

the fast Fourier transform to the fountain height data. As shown in

the Figure 9B, the frequency characteristics of the fountain height

are obvious during the monitoring time window, reflecting the

turbulent pulsation characteristics of the bubble plume.

It is evident that the main frequency exhibits an upward trend with

increasing leakage pressure. Figure 10 illustrates that the corresponding

main frequencies for the three leakage pressures are 31.5 Hz, 52.5 Hz,

and 79.5 Hz, respectively. Notably, the leakage pressure has more

profound impact on the variation characteristics of the secondary main

frequency compared to the primary main frequency. Additionally, the

bandwidth of the frequency gradually widens as the leakage pressure

increases. The presence of high-frequency data in the spectrum

indicates sharp fluctuations in the shape of fountain, whereas low-

frequency data suggests the stable and smaller fountain form.

Figure 11 demonstrates the correlation between the leakage hole

diameter and the main frequency after considering various leakage

pressure conditions. The decrease in both leakage pressure and

leakage hole diameter leads to the notable reduction in the main

frequency. The growth rate of the main frequency is significantly

enhanced as the leakage hole diameter and leakage pressure

increase. An increase in leakage pressure results in the higher
FIGURE 6

The relationship between fountain height and Fr under different conditions.
TABLE 1 Fr value under different leakage pressure and leakage
hole diameter.

Parameter 100kPa 200 kPa 300 kPa

5mm 54 77 94

6mm 50 70 86

7mm 46 65 80

8mm 43 61 75

9mm 40 57 70

10mm 38 54 67
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initial kinetic energy of the bubble plume, which can intensify the

coalescence and fragmentation of bubbles during their

breakthrough of water resistance. The pulsation characteristics

vary significantly among bubbles of different sizes when the

bubbles reach the water surface, leading to more intense

fluctuations in both the frequency and amplitude of the fountain

height. The buoyancy of the bubble decreases rapidly when the

bubble reaches the water surface. The disruption of the equilibrium

between the buoyancy and the drag force creates the transient

combined external force. The bubble carries the water upward until

it ruptures under the influence of the combined external force,

ultimately leading to the descent of water from the peak of fountain.

The bubble size distribution within the bubble plume is broadened

under conditions of high leakage hole diameter and leakage

pressure, which enhances the initial kinetic energy and external

force exerted by the bubble when it erupts from the free liquid

surface. Consequently, the dynamic behavior of bubbles in the

fountain becomes more intricate, further amplifying the variability

in the fountain’s height.

Specifically, the high-speed camera with the sampling frequency

of 200 Hz is used to capture the entire process of underwater gas

leakage in this study. Then, the frequency domain characteristics of

the fountain phenomenon are analyzed. Currently, there are still

some shortcomings in the research combining the geometric

dimensions of fountain with frequency. It is not possible to fully

determine the approximate range of the sampling frequency at the

initial stage of the research, which represents the limitation of the

experiment (Juliá et al., 2007; Deng et al., 2010 and Dai et al., 2006).

Fortunately, the literature survey revealed that the vibration
Frontiers in Marine Science 08
frequency of bubbles in water is less than 200 Hz, significantly

lower than the noise frequency generated by the bubbles, which can

be as the reference for the experimental design. However, the

conclusion may not fully substantiate the frequency-related

findings of the study, and further in-depth research is needed in

this area. Meanwhile, the impact of water flow velocity on the

characteristics of bubble plumes is indeed a significant issue that

cannot be overlooked (Zhang and Zhu, 2014). Numerous studies

have shown that the transport characteristics of bubble plumes in

the flowing environment differ significantly from those in the static

environment. The experiments on underwater pipeline gas leakage

under conditions of zero water flow velocity in the shallow sea

environment in the study. Future research will focus on the

influence of current velocity on the fountain phenomenon.
6 Conclusion

The experiments are conducted under varying leakage hole sizes

and leakage pressures to investigate the fountain phenomenon

resulting from the leakage of submarine natural gas transmission

pipelines. The correlation between the height and width of the

fountain and key flow parameters is analyzed. Subsequently, the

spectral characteristics of the fountain physical parameters are

delved. The specific research findings are outlined as follows:
(1) The maximum height and width of the fountain exhibit the

rising trend as the leakage pressure and diameter of the

leakage hole increase. The combined effect of high leakage

pressure and leakage hole diameter significantly enhances

the height and diameter of the fountain. Consequently, it

can be deduced that the change in fountain size during the

leakage of large holes will be more pronounced.

(2) Dimensional analysis reveals that the force state of the

bubble is influenced by the Froude number (Fr) and

Reynolds number (Re). Both Fr and Re values increase

with an increase in leakage pressure. The leakage hole

diameter exhibits the negative correlation with Fr and the

positive correlation with Re. Therefore, it is crucial for

understanding the morphological development of the

fountain in the event of gas leakage by monitoring and

controlling the Fr and Re values of the leakage hole
TABLE 2 Re value under different leakage pressure and leakage
hole diameter.

Parameter 100kPa 200 kPa 300 kPa

5mm 4374 6185 7576

6mm 5248 7423 9091

7mm 6123 8660 10606

8mm 6998 9897 12121

9mm 7873 11134 13637

10mm 8748 12371 15152
FIGURE 7

The relationship between fountain height and Re value under different conditions.
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(3) An increase in both leakage pressure and the diameter of the

leakage hole results in an elevation of the main frequency. The

influence of leakage pressure on the secondarymain frequency

is more prominent compared to the primary main frequency
tiers in Marine Science 09
when the diameter of the leakage hole is significant. The

outcomes of the frequency analysis offer a novel approach to

inferring the state of submarine gas leakage through the

examination of temporal changes in the heigh of fountain.
BA

FIGURE 9

(A) Random fluctuation characteristics of fountain height; (B) Frequency distribution of fountain height time series data.
FIGURE 10

The main frequency of the fountain height is compared under different pressure conditions when the leakage hole diameter is 10mm.
FIGURE 8

Photos of dynamic changes in the height of the fountain.
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One of the most visible indicators of the interaction between the

bubble plume and the water surface is the fountain phenomenon

after the gas leakage occurs. In general, the variation patterns of the

fountain physical characteristics are briefly analyzed, ignoring the

frequency fluctuation characteristic of the fountain size. The

frequency characteristics of the fountain is attempted to analysis

in this study. However, the influence of current on the fountain

remains unexplored and serves as a topic for future research.
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